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this, however, is not generally tile case, whilst there are :few places 
wl e 'e pumps, with wooden boxes, might not be well mad~(:we)~ [hh 

" " " 0 " ' " " " " ; % s '  workmen informed i espechng the construction of the different.parts; 
To accomplish this end, it will be requisite to present Some,dra*dlngs, 
which we will have executed for the purpose; they, however, ¢an~ 
not be ready fbr tile next number. 

~ O l l ,  THE J O U I I I ~ A L  O F  TIIE R R A N K L I ~  I N S T I T U T E .  

On the Rotary Steam Engine. 

TH~ frequent appearance and disagreement of essays, comparing 
~he respective inerits of the rotary and reciprocating steam engine, 
elicits tile following observations. 

It is established, and admitted, that there is a law of nature, 
~s, hereby the intensity of a great force may be compensated by the 
~,elucity of a smaller force, or, that a force of 2 lbs. movlng one 
foot, produces an equal mechanical eflbct with a three of 1 lb. mov- 
ing two feet. 

In otter words, that tile effect of anygiven, force, is, as. tl~e sp:ace 
massed throuo'h- or described, whether in a rlzht hne, or m acurve .  
r If ~ lbs. be suspended frown each end of ~ balance, or  lever, of 
the lit'st order, equi-distant from the supporting centre, the lever 
will be balanced, and a pressure of the combined weights, viz. 4 lb$. 
be on the fulcrum. 

If one of the weights (of ~ lbs.) be removed, and a weight of l 
lb. placed at double the distance fi'om the centre, tile lev~rwill sli[i 
be balanced, but a pressure of only 9 lbs. (~ and 1,) will be sustained 
by tie fuleru n. Now there is no reason, apriori, wily a force o f ~  
lbs. on one side the centre, should be'counterpoised bj~ 1 lb. on the 
other, because of its greater distance; it is still but I Ib.~and0hly 

~ ,  - . ] '  p'esses t ownwards on the fulcrum with a force of 1 lb. 'l]ie~iarB)~ 
tra'v term leverage, will not aval t s anvthina;  itinll)liesi:ifierel~ 
0~a(ihe l lb. is at ~'greater distance from ttqe ce~'~tre than' tli~ffeigh~t 
of~Ibs. ' ' ' ' . : ' < :  . . . .  

It is then only in reference to motion that the i tb.~is eqbil, aient 
to o lbs.; and it" we suppose ttie 2 lbs. to preponderate for a sma:H; 

cr  " ~  ' * " 

lhou~h determinate distance, the greater motion ot the 1 lb, would 
restore the equilibrium, by the law above cited. : " ' 

We have, therefore, to suppose, that motion can only be g~nerated 
by the preponderance of the ~ lbs., simultaneously with the com- 
pensating 17"°P yert created b such motion, and we then have the 
two une(lttal wetghts balance)(~, although at rest. . . . 

This proposition might, probably, be stated more clearl~,~ and it 
!t,ayadd toits clucidation,'to say,  that the motion generated, an d 
tts cotnpe~salin~ etI'ects, are cotcntporaneous, in the same manner 
as the bala~teitlg~quatities of action ~ttld, re.action. 
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It is difficult to conceive of cause, (action,) not existing prior to 
the effect, (re-action,) yet we find that it is so; and tiffs example is 
perfectly analogous to tlmt of the lever with the unequal weights. 

Witk regard to the ratio, in which velocity will compensate tot 
power, although we see that a double velocity of a given force, 
produces a double effect, (such is the law) yet there is no violation 
of pure science, to suppose any other ratio, i. e. there is no mathe. 
matical necessity for the law being in this ratio, in preference to 
any other. 

By mathematical necessity, I mean, such as does exist that the 
diameter of a circle sbaU always bear the same proportion to the 
circumference, notwithstanding we have been unable, hitherto, to 
express that proportion exactly, in any other characters than lines. 

Men of scl'enc'e, both practi'cal and theoretical, have evinced more 
inconsistency in relation to the crank motion, and the rotary eneine, 
than on any other subject, and those, too, who, on the snggestio°n of 
a perpetual motion, could scout the idea of a gain of power by any 
arrangemdnt of" machinery, or specific application of fiwce--but who 
will strenuously contendfor a loss of power, (apart from friction,) 
in converting the alternating rectilinear motion, into the rotative. 

I f  we wotild submit our judgments to, as we admit the existence 
of, the foregoing law of motion, though it may not always quadrate 
with our ideas, many mistakes, and much controversy, might be 
avoided. 

Figure 1 consists of a circle, representin$ the centre of a hollow 
ring, m which the piston of a rotary engine is supposed to work, and 
the line a. b, a cylinder, Whose piston has the same area as that of 
the rotary" engine, with a length of stroke equal to the diameter of 
said hollow ring. 

In the time that the piston of the rotary engine shall have made 
one revolution from a, round the circle, to a again, thepiston of the 
cylinder will have descended from a to b, anti ascended back to a. 

Then the distances, de- Fig. 1. 
scribed by the two pistons, 
are, as the circumference 
of the circle to twice its 
diameter; consequently,the 
mechanical effect, and also 
the consumption of steam, 
are in the same ratio, or as / 
3.14~2 to ~. 

Now, we may make what 
calculations we please, and 
put all the powers of arith- 
metic and algebrain requi- 
sition to our aid, " t o  this 
complexion must we come 
at last ."  

I t  maybe well to remark, 
flint the centre of percus- 

a 

b 
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sion, oll the piston of the rotar, y engine, or the cir¢[e~• ,..:Wlfi~h.should~ ~: 
cut the aunulus, or hollow ring, so that the part of. tlie p l s t o ~ i i h ~  
in and without such dividing circle, should r~ave equal effect, wehld, 
not be in the centre of the ring, but so far without the:centre, as 
would leave equal contents in the aunulus on each side. " . . . . . .  

I f  this were not the case, the effect would not be as we have jus t  
asserted, viz. in p pro ortion to the steam used (under q e  ual cite-ran-.. .. 
stances.) • 

The correspondent in the Franklin Journal for December, signed 
" a  hammer," falls into the very popular error, of supposing that 
when the crank of the reciprocating engine makes an angle of 45 ° 
with the force applied, that the mechanical advantage, or-leverage, 
is only one half of the maximum point, or when at right angles. 

I must here urge another axiom, that tile true lengt.h of the lever, 
is in all cases as the length of a line, produced perpendicularly, 
from the direction of the force, to the fulcrum, or centre. There- 
fore, when the crank makes an angle of $0 ° with the direction of 
the force, as at e, it is at half its power, c, o, being half d, o, and 
if " a  hammer" will apply this simple process throughout the quad- 
rantal arc, d, b~ described by the crank, in the time of tile piston's 
descent from o to b, he will find the deficiency in effect, corn pared 
to the rotary engine, as the semidiameter, o,'b, to the arc, d, b, or 
as before stated, as 2 to 3.142. 

I t  follows, then, if I am correct in the preceding remarks,~ that 
there is no advantage, or gain of power, in theory, by the rotary 
engine; and we know that there are almost insuperable practical 
objections. The loss, or rather inferior effect, o f  the reciprocating 
engine, is met by a corresponding saving of steam, so that to pro- 
duce the same power, it is only necessary to enlarge the cylinderso 
much, that twice its contents shall equal those of "~he hollow ring, 

That there is no loss in the reciprocating engine, by the alternaV 
ing motion of a:heavy weight, connected to the crank, ~vas suggested 
i . .  , . . - -  ~ o  - -  , n a commumcahon m this Journal, of May last, since which, Ihave 
received opinions from authority in these matters, that. leavenodoubt: : ~ , 
on my mind. One of my correspondents calls the idea of::a]t0$s)[ 
power from this cause, ,, ,an inadvertency that only requires~ p6infia, g::  
out, to be acknowledged. ' : ~:: 

The best rotary engine [ have ever seen, was constructed:tffMr. 
Rutter, of this place, and applied to a small boat . :  The pfncip~;6[  
cutting off" the steam, and benefitting by its expan,sion~: ~vas ii~.ifliis 
engine carried to as great an extent as is usual in reciprocatinglhigh 
pressure engines. :~ 

Tile difficulty of keeping it tight and in order, caused it to be 
supplanted by an engine of the common kind, using the expansion 
of the steam in the same degree, without any alteration in the boil- 
ers, and the result was, timt when burning (ael in the same ratio as 
with the rotary engine, the boat would run 8 miles an hour, wl~ereas 
about 7{ miles an hour was the tbrmer speed. 

It  is frequently" supposed that when there are two cylinders and 
cranks cen~ectedto the same shaft, atright angles, that equal puW~ir 
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to turn the shaft is exerted at every point in the revolution. An 
inspection of the ilgure 1, will make the error of this supposition 
apparent. 

Let a~ d~ be the two crat~ks, at right angles to each oiher, a, on 
|he centre (or dead point) and d acting at its greatest power, equal 
to the length of the lever d, o, which call 100. 

Then, when the cranks are in the relative situations, f and g, g 
bein~ forced downwards, and f upwards, with the leverage of the 
armsi and k, each of which levers is as 70 to 100, there is a power 
exerted to turn the shaft of 140. 

If  to lessen the greater power at this point, than the first men- 
tioned, we bring the cranks nearer together, we are increasing the 
power, when the cranks are in the situationsf and h, where we have 
already a similar power to the last~ or 140. And we can approxi- 
mate no closer to equality, than as 100 to 140. 

The use of lines to express the intensity arid direction of forces, 
is welt known, and 1 wilt here introduce a familiar application of 
the principle. Let the line m, (figure ~,) be the mast of a vessel, 
of which d is the deck, and m, o, the shroud; draw m, n, of any 
leno:th, from the t)oint against which the pressure of the sail is sum 
pos~(l to act~ anti 'in the direction of said pressure, as n, rn; drakv 
tim line n, o, perpendicular to n, ~n~ draw m, o, in the direction of 
the shroud~ till it-touch ~ o. 3?hen we have the triangle m~ ~, o, 
each side of whicli expresses by its length and direction~ the inten. 
sity and direction of the several forces; n, qn, the sail against the 
mast, m, o, the strain on the shroud~ and n~ o, the force exerted by 
the shroud downwards on the mast. 

If  we tm'n the figure so as to bring 
the line +n, d, in a l:iorizuntat position, 
the triangle d, m, o, may represent the 
hall + of a framed bridge; draw m, ~, to 
express any weight on the bridge at mj 
draw the baseline+t, o,perpendicularly 
to the same, and, also, the line m, o, 
in the direction of, and which now re- 
presents, a brace resting on the abut- 
ment at o. 

Then the sides of the triangle o, m, n 
will represent the three forces forming 

I~ig, ~. 

, ,  - o  i l  m,,4t It  a ,  l l , l ~  I 

E 
: 

anti balancing the system; ~>+,, n, the =-- -  d .......... 
weight on the bridge, m, o, tile pres- o 
sure by the brace,on theabutment~ and d, m, the pressure iu tile di- 
rection dt() m, which is balanced bv the o~)nosite half of the brid~e: 
but winch, il the figure be colI+ldered as represe,tit+++ a crane~ would 
be sustained at d. 

Tim ditt~rencc in intensity or" one fi)rce (o balance another, arisil~g 
from obliquity in directimb may be resolved into the lcver of diit'cr, 
cnt lengths+ from which the rel'et'etice to motion as the govert,ing 
l)ri,cil)le.is easy, Retaining figure ~2 .in the position suited to the 
reprcsentmp; of half a bridge, (mid always bearing in mind that th¢ 
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in  e length of tile lever is a line drawn at right angles from the di- 
rection of tile force to the centre or fulcrum,)-le~m,"n, be the weig~ht 
actin,~ on the lever m, d, of which d is the fulcrum~ from wlltHi 
draw~d, e, perpendicular to m, o, the brace, r . 

Then the weight m, n, acting on the long lever m~ tl~ will balance 
the greater force sustaine d by tile brace m, o, on the short lever~ e,-d~ 
d being tile fulcrum of both, anti the weight m, n, acting on the i0ng; 
level" n, o, of which o is the fulcrum, wdl balance the greater f0re~ 
d, m~ (which would be opposed by the other half of the bridge,) on 
the shorter lever d, o~ of which o is likewise the fulcrum. 

I f  we now place the figure in its first and erect position, the force 
of the sail n, m, against the lever m, d, is balanced by the greater 
required force on the shroud m, o, by the proportionably shorter 
lever e, d, d being the fulcrum of both. And the  force of the sail 
n, m, on the leverm,io, (o being the fulcrum) is equal to the greater 
torte downwards on the mast n, o, and s~stained by the proportion- 
ably shorter lever d, o. There is no case in the resolution anti com- 
position of forces, in which we use either the triangle or the paral- 
lelogram anti its diagonal, that may not be explained by the lever 
of dift~rent lengths and its obvious reference to motion. 

It  was lung a disputed point amongst pl~ilosopher% and !.s not yet 
entirely settled, whether the momentum of matter t~e as the quan- 
tity multiplied into the velocity, in simple ratio, or as the quantity 
multiplied into the square of the velocity. 

One of the arguments growing out of the latter opinion~ is, that 
" a  double projectile velocity wilt balance a quadruple centripetal 
force2' 

I introduce this subject~ with a view of showing the power of lines 
to express the central forces. 

Fig..5. 
25 16 9 4 1 
5 4 3 ~ 1 o 

Let the circle, figure 3, represent the o.vbit.,of a bo~!y ~]evolving 
round a centre of attraction, and the prolec, tue vetoc~ty oe Sue~ 
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that in a given time the body would describe the distance fi'om o to 
1, were it not for the attracting force acting always at right ankhs 
to the projectile, and in conse(tueuce of which, the body describes 
the same distance in the arc o, a, and is found in the orbit at a. 

It is evident that as the attraction is ever at  r ight angles to the 
tangential line of the orbit, the direction of t h e  attraction will 
vary at every point from o to ,% and can only be represented by a 
similar curve to 1 a. 

The order of this curve is called the involute, and  may be gene. 
rated by a thread proceeding from o to 1, wittx a marking point at- 
tached at 1, brought down to a, the thread being kept tight and 

~closing round and against the circle, and the other carves  represented 
in the figure, are produced in the same manner .  

Then, it" we imagine the velocity doubled, so that  the body would 
be carried from o to ~, in the time it would have been projected 
only to 1, and the attracting three sufficiently increased to preserve 
it in the orbit, the body would be found at b, but  the curve ~. b is 
tbur times the length of the first curve, (1 a,) and expresses an at- 
tracting force of four times the intensity. And,  although "a  quad- 
ruple centripetal force is requisite to balance a double projeeiile 
velocity , .  y q , "  it is onl re uisite, because the space passed through~.(or 
overcome,) is tour umes as great. 

The required attracting [brce represented by the several curves, 
is always as the square of the projectile velocity, as by the numbers 
annexed in the figure. This rule will hold good to any extent, so 
that the line expressing the projectile velocity might 'be of such 
length as to require the thread by which the curve  would be drawn 
to express the attracting force, to wind round the circle any number 
of times betbre the marking point should arrive at  the orbit. 

T ~ o M a s  W .  BA~F.W~,L. 
Cincinnati, .February ~20, 18~9 .  

AMERICAN P A T E N T S .  

,ATEST CAUSe. 

Decision of the Supreme Court of the United States, on the effect ~' 
delaying to obtain a patent after an invention is completed; in the 
case 0fAnaAHaM L. PZN•OCK and JAr~xs S~LLI~Rs, versus AI)a.~ 
DIALOGUE. 

Tn~ question has frequently been agitated, whether  an inventor 
could sustain a elaiin to a patent, which he had obtained, after 

• " ° . . . 

m the title of this article, it had been incidental ly brought up in our 
cou~ts of law In the case of Whittem~re 's • " " , v'  ~ut te r ,  1 Gallisoz~ 
Repotts,:478, judge Story declares, that, if  the original inventor of a 
machine, &¢,, suffers it to be freely and f u l l y u a e d  by thepublic at 


